Life at The Top – Chapter 1710
After more than an hour, Echo left the room.

Morrison watched the car that Echo was in heading toward the airport as he
stood by the window with a gloomy expression. He raised his hand and slowly
touched his neck. The knife was held against his neck earlier and he still had a
burning and bloody line on his neck.

“What a madman. Why should we cooperate with a man like that?” Morrison
said with restrained anger.

Fabian walked up to him and said with a smile, “How would you hurt Jasper
if you’re not a lunatic? If you want to get rid of Jasper once and for all, you
have to be such a person.”

Morrison glanced at Fabian and asked in confusion, “Echo was not like this
before. Why did he change so much?”

The smile on Fabian’s face grew brighter. He said, “Because he caused a huge
loss to the Softwin and to some extent, he became a scapegoat for Jasper’s
shorting of the Sun Dollars exchange rate which brought huge economic losses.
Hence, he was inevitably kicked out of the family. For children of this kind of
family, losing their family means losing their lives.”

Morrison frowned and said, “But even so, is it enough to turn him into such a
horrible state?”

Fabian said with a mysterious smile, “What if he was diagnosed with AIDS
after he was kicked out of the family?”

Morrison widened his eyes and looked at Fabian In disbelief.

With a shrug, Fabian said, “I also got news from a top secret insider. Echo was
indeed diagnosed with AIDS, so, understandably, he went crazy, right?”

“Oh my god…”

Morrison was so shocked that he started speaking in English. “Damn, there’s a
bloody line on my neck after he held the knife to my neck. Hospital! I’m going
to the hospital right away!”

Fabian laughed when he saw Morrison yelling in panic. He said, “Don’t worry,
the weapons and equipment in his hand were all provided by me after he came
here. As long as he didn’t stain that knife with his blood, you’re safe.”

“Who knows if that pervert will self mutilate when he’s bored?”

Morrison said irritably, “Send me to the hospital right away. I want to get a
vaccine and a comprehensive examination. I don’t want to die with that
lunatic.”

Fabian said as he shrugged, “Since you insist, then all right, I will arrange for
someone to take you there right away.”

Jasper, who was far away in Finland, naturally did not know that Echo was
coming with a group of people to kill him. At this time, he was preparing to
sign a share transfer agreement with the Finland National Social Security
Fund.

Despite the difficulties, it was done with Viscount Grey’s great help.

This kind of transaction, which was not very glorious for the Finland National
Social Security Fund, was not carried out extravagantly. Instead, only a simple
and small signing was held.

The ones participating in the signing were the director general of Finland’s
National Social Security Fund, Dalvira, the current chairman of Nokia,
Jodaville, and Reynoldson, the president of Nokia.

When Jasper arrived, Reynoldson immediately got up to greet him and then
sat down beside Jasper overtly. Nokia’s chairman, Jodaville’s eyes were
burning when he saw that.

